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Evanor is one of eight brothers known throughout the lands as the
Sons of Destiny. In a selfless act to save his brother’s wife Evanor is
injured, losing his voice and also his ability to perform magic. Now on
the island of Nightfall Evanor must do everything without magic and he
is at the point where he would do anything to get his voice and magic
back. Evanor learns of a young widow named Mariel who might have
the magic needed to restore his voice box and return his voice.
Mariel has been living with a group of nuns with her son since her
husband died and she has enjoyed the peaceful times she has had
there, but her heart has healed and she is ready to go on with her life.
The chance to go the island of Nightfall and use her magic for such a
complicated healing appears to be just what she and her son need.
When she arrives at the island, she finds herself interested in her sexy
patient as more than just a case.
As soon as Evanor sees Mariel he knows that she is his destiny and will
not only cure his voice and magic but will be the one to capture his
heart. Mariel is also fascinated with the sexy Evanor and she is a
willing participant in his seduction campaign. Everything is going well
for the two lovers but Mariel isn’t aware that Evanor and his brothers
are outcast from the land of Katan and that the government has exiled
the brothers to Nightfall and forbidden any woman to be on the island.
If anyone finds out that Mariel is there her life will be forfeit.
THE SONG by Jean Johnson is another winner in her exciting, magical
Sons of Destiny series. Evanor is not only too sexy for his own good,
but he is a kind and loving person who only wants to please Mariel and
bring her happiness. What more could you want in a hero? Mariel was
a delight to watch as she fell deeper and deeper in love with the sexy
and sensual Evanor. I loved this story and even though I had not read
any of the other books in the series I understood everything that was
going on and the background provided about the brothers was
perfectly done. I highly recommend this story and even though I don’t
feel that I have to read the other stories to understand this one I am
picking up all of the other books because this series is too good to
miss.

